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ABSTRACT

Walker, Joseph Frederic. M.S., Purdue University. August 2014. Refining
Phylogenetic Hypotheses Using Chloroplast Genomics and Incomplete Data
Sets in Lasthenia (Madieae, Asteraceae). Major Professor: Nancy C. Emery.

The genus Lasthenia (Madieae, Asteraceae), consists of predominantly annual
plant species that are largely endemic to the California Floristic Province of
western North America and occupy a large range of habitat types. With high
levels of morphological and ecological diversity, Lasthenia is a robust tool,
capable of providing a natural non-model organism for answering a diverse array
of ecological and evolutionary questions. Future studies would benefit greatly
from a strong phylogenetic hypothesis and more molecular resources, such as
the whole plastome sequence for a representative species in the genus. Over a
decade ago there was a study that laid a strong foundation for a molecular
phylogenetic hypothesis, however, many critical nodes still remained ambiguous.
Since that study was conducted, there have emerged new statistical and
biological methods to maximize the information obtained from the sequence
data. With the advent of next-generation sequencing, it is now simpler than ever
to obtain molecular resources for a genus, and it is possible to apply some of
those molecular resources to resolving the phylogenetic relationships in
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Lasthenia. My research has two specific outcomes: 1) I have provided the first
whole plastome in the tribe Madieae of the Asteraceae and used the plastome to
analyze rates of evolution across the regions of other sequenced plastomes in
the Asteraceae, and 2) Through the use of modern phylogenetic methods and
incomplete data sets consisting of freely available and newly obtained sequence
data, I have for the first time resolved all seven sections of the Lasthenia genus
with moderate to high bootstrap support.
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CHAPTER 1. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF COMPLETE CHLOROPLAST
GENOME SEQUENCE AND INVERSION VARIATION IN LASTHENIA BURKEI
(MADIEAE, ASTERACEAE)

Published in American Journal of Botany: Walker, Joseph F., Michael J. Zanis,
and Nancy C. Emery. "Comparative analysis of complete chloroplast genome
sequence and inversion variation in Lasthenia burkei (Madieae,
Asteraceae)." American journal of botany 101.4 (2014): 722-729.

1.1 Introduction
Analyses of complete chloroplast genomes have the potential to
significantly advance our ability to resolve evolutionary relationships in large,
complex plant lineages (Jansen et al., 2007; Doorduin et al., 2011). Chloroplast
genomes are haploid, maternally inherited, and evolve at roughly half the rate of
nuclear DNA (Wolfe et al., 1987). Yet despite low overall rates of molecular
evolution, many chloroplast genomes contain large inversions that have helped
to resolve deep phylogenetic relationships among many plant lineages (Jansen
and Palmer, 1987a; Doyle et al., 1992). Large inversions are the result of
intramolecular recombination events that may be facilitated by tRNA activity
within the genome (Hiratsuka et al., 1989) or variation in G+C content (Fullerton
et al., 2001), with regions of high G+C content being more susceptible to
mutation (Smith et al., 2002). Comparing whole plastomes provides opportunities
to explore sequence variation associated with major inversions, evaluate patterns
of molecular evolution within inversions, and elucidate the molecular
mechanisms underlying inversion events.
Asteraceae, the second largest family of plants with over 20,000 species
(Bremer, 1994; Panero and Funk, 2002), has three previously reported
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inversions in the chloroplast genome (Liu et al., 2013). Two of these, found in the
large single copy (LSC) region, originated after the basal divergence of
Barnedesia and relatives (Jansen and Palmer, 1987a), which retain the ancestral
genomic arrangement; the third, the entire small single copy region (SSC),
occurs in a more limited number of lineages within Asteraceae. It was previously
reported that the SSC inversion may have occurred two independent times within
Asteraceae, prompting speculation that this could be a hotspot for inversions (Liu
et al., 2013).
Here we report the first whole chloroplast sequence from a species in the
Madieae tribe of Asteraceae, Lasthenia burkei. The Madieae tribe contains 36
genera and over 200 species (Baldwin and Panero, 2007). The “goldfield” genus
Lasthenia contains 21 species and subspecies (Chan et al., 2001), including the
state- and federally-listed endangered species Lasthenia burkei (Keeler-Wolf et
al., 1998). The majority of Lasthenia, including L. burkei, are annual herbs
restricted to an ecologically diverse range of habitats within the California
Floristic Province (Rajakaruna, 2004). Lasthenia burkei and several other
goldfield species are primarily associated with seasonal wetlands called vernal
pools that undergo annual cycles of flooding and drought (Ornduff, 1966; Chan et
al., 2001; Emery et al., 2012). We sequenced the chloroplast of L. burkei to
provide a reference plastid genome within the Madieae tribe while simultaneously
identifying molecular markers that could be useful for informing conservation and
management decisions for this specific endangered species. We then compared
patterns of sequence variation in the L. burkei chloroplast genome to other
published complete chloroplast genomes from eight other Asteraceae species
(Helianthus annuus, Guizotia abyssinica, Lactuca sativa, Lactuca sativa cultivar
Salinas, Jacobea vulgaris, Artemisia frigida, Ageritina adenophora, and
Parthenium argentatum) and one in Solanaceae (Nicotitiana sylvestris), with
particular attention paid to major inversions and patterns of genetic variation
flanking major inversion sequences. In the process of making these
comparisons, we identified a previously overlooked inversion in Lactuca and
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explored two alternative mechanisms (tRNA activity and G+C content) that may
promote inversion events. Furthermore, we compared phylogenies generated
from the different gene regions to evaluate the heterogeneous rates of evolution
that occur within the chloroplast genome (Nie et al., 2012).
1.2 Materials and Methods
Chloroplast isolation, amplification and sequencing – We collected
fresh leaf tissue from a single L. burkei individual that was grown from fieldcollected seed in a growth chamber at Purdue University. DNA was extracted
using the Qiagen DNeasy tissue kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). A genomic library
was prepared by the Purdue University Genomic Sequencing Center using the
TruSeq DNA preparation kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Genomic and chloroplast DNA were sequenced on a single lane using the HiSeq
Illumina platform at the Purdue University Genomic Sequencing Center. We
obtained 25,051,006 initial sequence reads with 2,530,151,606 bases;
23,494,274 sequences passed quality control for a total count of 2,338,220,692
bases. The average base pair length was 99bp, with a minimum length of 30bp
and a maximum length of 101bp.
Lasthenia burkei chloroplast genome assembly and annotation –
Chloroplast sequence reads from L. burkei were assembled based on
overlapping regions using ABYSS version 1.3.0 (Simpson et al., 2009) and
verified with an independent assembly built with Velvet version 1.1 (Zerbino and
Birney, 2008). The contigs used in the final assembly had a kmer of 80 with a
minimum length of 200 and a maximum length of 87,286. The final average
depth of coverage was 93x. Both ABYSS and Velvet provided the same
assembly results, so only the ABYSS assembly was used in all subsequent
analyses. The assembly was aligned with the Helianthus genome using BLAST.
The L. burkei chloroplast genome was annotated and cross-checked using three
different methods to ensure accuracy. First, we compared the similarity of L.
burkei sequences to the Helianthus chloroplast genome using BLAST. Second,
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we annotated the full sequence in DOGMA [Dual Organellar GenoME Annotator
(Wyman et al., 2004)] to identify the rRNA genes, tRNA genes, and coding
sequences using the plant plastid genetic code. Finally, we compared the
annotated sequence to the chloroplast genome of H. annuus using CpGAVAS
[Chloroplast Genome Annotation, Visualization, Analysis and Genbank
Submission Tool (Liu et al., 2012)]. A visual representation of the L. burkei
chloroplast genome was created based on a consensus annotation from all three
annotations using GenomeVX (Conant and Wolfe, 2008).
Chloroplast comparisons – The genomes of Ageritina adenophora,
Artemisia frigida, Guizotia abyssinica, Helianthus annuus, Jacobea vulgaris,
Lactuca sativa, Lactuca sativa cultivar Salinas, Nicotiana sylvestris, and
Parthenium argentatum were downloaded from the NCBI database (see
Appendix 1 for accession information). We compared the extent of sequence
similarity among lineages by aligning the entire chloroplast genome of all 10 taxa
and visually evaluating sequence similarity using mVISTA (Frazer et al., 2004).
We implemented two alignment algorithms that differ in their treatment of
inversions: LAGAN (Brudno, Do, et al., 2003), which allows for the global
pairwise alignment of multiple sequences even if they contain inversions; and
Shuffle-LAGAN (Brudno, Malde, et al., 2003), which allows for the detection of
inversions in an alignment. Inversions were identified by comparing the sequence
order of each Asteraceae species to the chloroplast genome of N. sylvestris,
which is considered to represent the ancestral state (Jansen and Palmer, 1987a).
The ten chloroplast genomes were annotated using DOGMA. A novel Perl
program separated the coding and spacer regions in the chloroplast sequence
file into coding and noncoding regions using the coordinates from the DOGMA
annotation file. The separate files were made based on the gene content of the
Lasthenia burkei genome; if a gene was absent in the L. burkei plastome but
present in the chloroplast of another species, the gene was placed in the
corresponding L. burkei spacer region file. For example, ycf68 was not annotated
in L. burkei but was present in other species, and was therefore placed in the file
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for the spacer region between rrn16S and rrn23S in L. burkei. Each individual file
was then aligned using ClustalW2 (Larkin et al., 2007) with default parameters
and verified by eye using Mesquite v. 2.7.5 (Maddison and Maddison, 2011). We
created files containing the aligned and concatenated genes and spacer regions:
the LSC region consisted of 126 files (63 genes and 63 spacer regions); the SSC
region consisted of 24 files (12 genes and 12 spacer regions); the IRa and IRb
regions each consisted of 20 files (6 genes, 4 ribosomal RNAs and 10 spacer
regions). Next, we generated two entire chloroplast genome files, one containing
only the IRa region for the phylogenetic analysis, and another containing both the
IRa and IRb regions for the sliding window analysis. Finally, four more files were
created containing only the coding regions of the LSC, SSC, or IR regions, as
well as the entire chloroplast genome.
Analysis of G+C content at inversion borders – The G+C content was
calculated for the spacer regions flanking each of the major inversions. Flanking
regions were defined as the non-coding sequence between the nearest genes on
either side of the inversion boundary.
Sliding window analysis of the chloroplast genomes– Using the
concatenated and aligned chloroplast genomes, we conducted a sliding window
analysis to identify regions of high nucleotide variability (pi). The orders of genes
and spacer regions were assembled with respect to the L. burkei chloroplast prior
to this analysis. The sliding window analysis was implemented in DnaSP v5
(Librado and Rozas, 2009).
Phylogenetic analysis of the whole chloroplast and LSC, SSC and IR
regions – We conducted phylogenetic analyses using the entire chloroplast, as
well as separate analyses for the LSC, SSC and IR regions, to evaluate
intragenomic variation in rates of molecular evolution. All analyses were done
with complete sequences as well as with the spacer regions removed. N.
sylvestris was designated as the outgroup. We evaluated the relative rates of
evolution in each region using maximum likelihood analyses with the gamma
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model of heterogeneity in RAxML (Randomized Axelerated Maximum Likelihood)
(Stamatakis et al., 2008).
1.3 Results
Size and structure of the Lasthenia burkei chloroplast genome – The
L. burkei chloroplast genome is 150,746 bp in size (Fig. 1.1), approximately 700
bp smaller than that of Helianthus annuus and 1016 bp smaller than that of
Guizotia abyssinica, the two closest relatives to L. burkei in our data set. There
were 81 unique protein-coding genes in the genome, 4 unique ribosomal RNA
genes, and 25 unique tRNA gene sequences. The L. burkei chloroplast genome
contains a pair of inverted repeats (IRA and IRB), which are each 25,062 bp in
length, separated by large and small single-copy (LSC and SSC) regions of
82,351 bp and 18,271 bp, respectively. The G+C content of the total genome is
37.4%, but varied among regions – 35.4% in the LSC region, 30.9% in the SSC
region, and 43% in both the IRA and IRB regions. The proportion of coding to
non-coding sequence also varied among regions. The ratio of coding to noncoding sequence was 0.61 across the whole chloroplast genome, 0.55 in the
LSC region, 0.77 in the SSC region, and 0.60 in the IR region.
Chloroplast genome comparisons – As expected based on accepted
phylogenetic proximity (Panero and Funk, 2002), the size and gene order of the
Lasthenia burkei chloroplast genome is very similar to the chloroplast sequences
of Helianthus annuus and Guizotia abyssinica (Appendix S1, see supplemental
data with the online version of this article). One major difference between the L.
burkei and H. annuus chloroplast genomes is the L. burkei chloroplast does not
contain a large deletion in the ycf2 gene that has occurred in H. annuus; this
deletion is also not present in G. abyssinica. In L. burkei, the large inversion (INV
1) and a small inversion (INV 2) are present in the LSC region between positions
11,416 and 29,993, and 11,416 and 14,716, respectively (Fig. 1.1; Appendix S1a
and b). In agreement with previous studies (Jansen and Palmer, 1987a), we
found INV1 and INV2 to be present in all Asteraceae that we evaluated. Another
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large inversion (INV 3) is present in the L. burkei genome between base pair
positions 107,413 and 125,684. This inversion consists of the entire SSC region
and is 18,721bp in length. INV 3 is in all of the sampled Asteraceae lineages
except Artemisia frigida and the non-cultivated Lactuca sativa. While we
expected INV 3 to be present in L. sativa cultivar Salinas (Timme and Kuehl,
2007), we were surprised to find that it is absent in its undomesticated close
relative (L. sativa). This inversion was identified by taking reverse
complementation into account using mVista. We observed little or no similarity
between L. sativa and L. sativa cultivar Salinas in the region of INV3 when the
sequences were aligned using the LAGAN method, but the sequences did align
when we used SHUFFLE-LAGAN, which accounts for inversions. Thus, we found
that the non-cultivated Lactuca sativa has the ancestral state in this region
whereas Lactuca sativa cultivar Salinas has the inversion present in most
Asteraceae evaluated in this study (Appendix S1, a vs. b).
Analysis of sequence variation at inversion borders –Visual
comparison of the annotated chloroplast genomes of L. burkei and the other
Asteraceae to N. sylvestris identified tRNA genes flanking regions where major
inversions have occurred in Asteraceae. These patterns were observed at these
locations in lineages with and without inversions. However, the G+C content of
flanking sequences is similar to the non-coding regions within sequences that
had sometimes undergone inversion (Table 1.1). For example, the G+C content
is roughly 30% in the regions flanking INV1 and INV2 (which are located inside
the LSC) and in the non-coding regions inside the LSC. Similarly, the G+C
content in the regions flanking INV3 and the non-coding regions inside the IR are
both approximately 41%.
Sliding window analysis of the chloroplast – The sliding window
analysis revealed that chloroplast genome regions that have undergone
inversions (in some lineages) exhibit high nucleotide variability at inversion
borders (Fig. 1.2). Genetic variation is particularly high at the borders of both INV
2 and INV 3.
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Rates of evolution and phylogenetic analyses using the whole
chloroplast and LSC, SSC, and IR regions – Phylogenetic analyses indicate
that rates of molecular evolution are heterogeneous within the chloroplast
genome and among species, and this is most evident when non-coding regions
are included in the analysis (Fig. 1.3a-d). In all analyses, estimated rates of
evolution were higher when the non-coding regions were included (Fig. 1.3a-d
vs. e-h); however, the magnitude of this difference varied among regions and
was greatest in the LSC region (Fig. 1.3c vs. g). The effect of the noncoding
regions on the estimated rates of evolution also varied among species. A
particularly striking example is the large increase in the rate of evolution
observed in the IR region of the Ageritina adenophora chloroplast when the noncoding regions are included in the analysis (Fig. 1.3c vs. g). To test if this pattern
was driven by a subset of the region, we divided the IR region of each species
into four regions and conducted a separate phylogenetic analysis for each IR
sub-region. The high rate of evolution in the A. adenophora chloroplast was
observed in all four trees. This indicates that this pattern is not driven by one
subregion in the IR evolving at a faster rate in A. adenophora compared to other
species, but that the IR as a whole is evolving at a faster rate in this lineage.
Analyses that only included coding regions (Fig. 1.3e-h) produced phylogenies
that are generally consistent with those previously reported for Asteraceae
(Panero and Funk, 2002; Nie et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2013), with the exception of
the position for A. adenophora using the IR region and Guitozia abyssinica using
the SSC region. When non-coding regions were included (3a-d), The relative
positions of Artemisia frigida and the two Lactuca lineages changed when the
non-coding regions were included in the analyses using the full chloroplast (Fig.
1.3a vs. e) and the LSC region (Fig. 1.3b vs. f).
1.4 Discussion
This study presents the first whole-chloroplast genome for a species in the
tribe Madieae (Asteraceae). The Lasthenia burkei genome was similar in size
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and gene order to those of Helianthus annuus and Guizotia abyssinica, two
relatively close relatives to Lasthenia (Panero and Funk, 2002) with published full
chloroplast genome sequences. The exception was a deletion that occurred in
the chloroplast genome of H. annuus. Because this deletion was not found in
other Asteraceae, it most likely occurred after H. annuus shared a common
ancestor with either L. burkei or G. abyssinica.
Our analysis of inversions in the chloroplast genome corroborates
previous studies showing that the LSC region contains two inversions in
Asteraceae chloroplast genomes (Jansen and Palmer, 1987a; Timme and Kuehl,
2007). Our analysis of the SSC region also identified the absence of INV3 in
Lactuca sativa. This inversion had previously been documented in Lactuca
because it is present in L. sativa cultivar Salinas, the primary focus of previous
analyses investigating sequence variation in Helianthus and Lactuca (Timme and
Kuehl, 2007). Liu et al. (2013) suggested that this region had undergone
inversion followed by re-inversion in Asteraceae, and that this could be a
particularly active region for sequence rearrangements in the chloroplast
genome. The existence of within-species variation in the presence of this major
inversion provides further support for the hypothesis that this region is a hotspot
for inversion events.
The regions flanking all three major inversions (INV 1, INV 2 and INV 3)
contain tRNA gene sequences, and, in several cases, appear to exhibit higher
nucleotide variability than the sequences on either side of inversion boundaries
(Fig. 1.2). This pattern is consistent with the hypothesis that tRNA recombination
may facilitate inversions in plastid genomes (Hiratsuka et al., 1989). Alternatively,
inversion events may be promoted by intragenomic recombination between
regions with relatively high G+C content (Fullerton et al., 2001). We found that
G+C content is not consistently higher in regions flanking sequences where
inversions have sometimes occurred (Table 1.1), despite particularly high genetic
variation at these locations (Fig. 1.2). Thus, the patterns of sequence variation
observed at inversion boundaries are more consistent with the hypothesis that
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tRNA genes, rather than variation in G+C content, is associated with the
occurrence of chloroplast inversions.
We observed substantial heterogeneity in rates of evolution among the
LSC, SSC, and IR regions (Fig. 1.3b-d), suggesting that even though the
chloroplast genome as a whole evolves at a much slower rate than genomic
DNA, the rates of evolution within the chloroplast are highly variable. These
results are consistent with previous studies that have documented heterogeneity
in the rates of evolution among subsets of non-coding regions in the plastome
(Shaw and Lickey, 2007), and changes in phylogenetic estimates of species
relationships when different coding regions are used (Nie et al., 2012). We
observed greater differentiation among species when using the LSC and SSC
regions than the IR regions (Fig. 1.3b-d), which is also in agreement with the
results of prior analyses (Jansen and Palmer, 1987b; Wolfe et al., 1987). One
possible explanation for the differences in the rates of evolution between the
SSC and LSC may be the differences in the proportion of coding vs. non-coding
regions in the sequences; the SSC has proportionally greater representation of
coding regions (0.77) compared to the LSC region (0.55) and the whole
chloroplast (0.61). The relatively high coding:noncoding ratio may explain why
the SSC region yields a phylogeny that is relatively consistent with those that are
currently accepted for Asteraceae (Fig 1.3d) (Panero and Funk, 2002), and many
of the regions that do not match currently accepted phylogenies have low
bootstrap values (<70). However, this reasoning cannot explain the relatively
slow rates of evolution of the IR, which also has a relatively low
coding:noncoding ratio (0.61). To our knowledge, an explanation for the relatively
slow rates of molecular evolution in the IR has not yet been fully resolved (Wolfe
et al., 1987).
In addition to heterogeneous rates of evolution among regions within the
chloroplast genome, we also observed highly variable rates of evolution among
species within each region. This variation is heavily concentrated in non-coding
regions (Appendix S1b), and thus is unlikely to be due to strong selection on
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specific chloroplast gene sequences (Shaw and Lickey, 2007). Non-coding
regions are very useful in phylogenetic analyses of closely related taxa (Shaw et
al., 2005), but are rarely used to characterize the relationships among distantly
related taxa because the rates of evolution may be too high to yield reliable
conclusions (Kelchner, 2000). The prevalence of non-coding regions in whole
chloroplast genomes causes discrepancies between the phylogenetic analysis
generated using the whole plastome (Fig. 1.3a vs. 3e) and the currently accepted
phylogenies for Asteraceae (e.g., Panero and Funk, 2002) that are based on
sequences dominated by coding regions. Although not a focus here, future
studies involving whole chloroplast genomes may alleviate discordance among
phylogenies by using more specific models of molecular evolution through data
partitioning and applying them to each gene and gene region (Castoe et al.,
2004; Brown and Lemmon, 2007).
Here, we compared the whole chloroplast genomes of the nine
Asteraceae species for which these data were available. While these
comparisons provide insight into the patterns associated with major inversions in
this clade, only with the addition of more whole chloroplast genome sequences
will we be able to pinpoint the timing and frequency of major inversion events and
gain a deeper understanding of the evolutionary consequences of these
rearrangements for the genes involved.
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Figure 1.1 Chloroplast Genome
Chloroplast genome map for Lasthenia burkei. Thick lines
on the outer complete circle identify the inverted repeat
regions (IRA and IRB). The innermost track of the
chloroplast genome represents G+C content. Genes on
the outside of the map are transcribed in the clockwise
direction and genes on the inside of the map are
transcribed in the counter clockwise direction.
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Figure 1.2 Sliding Window Analysis
A sliding window analysis of the whole chloroplast genome of ten Asteraceae
species (see Methods for details of analysis). Circles identify the regions
bordering inversion sites, and lines below the x-axis identify the positions of the
LSC, SSC and IR regions.
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Figure 1.3 Asteraceae Phylogeny
Figure 1.3 Phylogenetic reconstruction of the evolutionary
relationships among the ten focal taxa using the following
components of the chloroplast genome: (a) the entire
aligned chloroplast using coding and non-coding
sequences; (b) the large single copy (LSC) using coding
and non-coding sequences; (c) the inverted repeat A
using coding and non-coding sequences (IRA), which is
identical to the IRB region; (d) the small single copy (SSC)
using coding and non-coding sequences; (e) the 85
coding sequences in the chloroplast; (f) the 63 genes in
the LSC region; (g) the six genes and four ribosomal
RNAs in the IRA region; and (h) the 12 genes in the SSC
region. Bootstrap values are indicated near nodes. Bolded
text identifies species in which inversions (relative to the
ancestor state of Nicotiana) occur within regions.
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Table 1.1 G+C Content of Plastomes
Percent G+C content of the whole plastome, entire LSC
and IR regions, and the regions flanking INV 1 and 2 (in
the LSC) and INV 3 (in the IR) in ten Asteraceae and one
Solanaceae species. Flanking regions are identified by
the nearest genes on either side of each inversion site
border. Bolded text identifies sequences that are inverted
with respect to Nicotitiana sylvestris.
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CHAPTER 2: RESOLVING EVOLUTIONARY RELATIONSHIPS IN
GOLDFIELDS THROUGH MODERN PHYLOGENETIC METHODS AND
INCOMPLETE DATA SETS

2.1 Introduction
The “Goldfield” genus Lasthenia (Madieae, Asteraceae) contains 18
species and 5 subspecies, most of which are small annual herbs that are
endemic to the California Floristic Province of western North America; one
species, Lasthenia kunthii is endemic to vernal pools and marshes in central
Chile (Robert Ornduff, 1966).Many Lasthenia species are only found in
edaphically or osmotically stressful habitats, such as soils with low nutrient levels
or high salinity content, or ephemeral wetlands that experience alternating
periods of flooding and drought (Rajakaruna & Baldwin, 2003). In contrast, other
Lasthenia species occupy a broad range of habitat types throughout the
California Floristic Province (Emery, Forrestel, Jui, & Park, 2012). Although no
longer commonly used for human consumption, the fruits and leaves of
Lasthenia were once used as a source of food by indigenous communities prior
to European settlement in western North America (Beck & Strike, 1994).
The Lasthenia genus exhibits a high degree of biochemical, ecological
and morphological variation, which is thought to have arisen due to the spatially
and temporally complex geological history of the California Floristic Province,
including the Mediterranean-like seasonal conditions (warm, dry summers and
cold, wet winters) and the high topographic and edaphic diversity of the region
(Robert Ornduff, 1976). While the genus Lasthenia has long been known to
belong to the family Asteraceae, high levels of variation found within the genus
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once led to its species being assigned to as many as three genera (Hall, 1915;
Keck, 1959). However, a thorough biosystematic survey in the 1960’s (Robert
Ornduff, 1966) led to Lasthenia becoming recognized as a single monophyletic
genus. Although the high levels of morphological variation have historically made
it challenging to resolve species relationships among Lasthenia lineages, it also
suggests that this is a compelling system for studying ecological and adaptive
diversification over both micro- and macro-evolutionary time scales. However,
any comparative study requires a robust phylogeny of the species under study,
and recent molecular analyses have not fully resolved many of the relationships
among Lasthenia species.
Earlier studies that evaluated the phylogenetic relationships among
Lasthenia lineages focused primarily on the use of morphological (Robert
Ornduff, 1966, 1969, 1976), enzyme (D. J. Crawford & Ornduff, 1989) and
flavonoid variation (Bohm, Saleh, & Ornduff, 1974; Robert Ornduff, Bohm, &
Saleh, 1974) in the genus. More recently, Chan et al. (2001) used a molecular
phylogenetic approach. The molecular phylogeny was developed using three
markers, the 18S - 26S nuclear ribosomal internal transcribed spacer (ITS)
region, the 18S - 26S nuclear ribosomal external transcribed spacer (ETS)
region, and the 3' trnK segment of chloroplast DNA, all of which have been
commonly used to resolve phylogenetic relationships in the Asteraceae (B. G.
Baldwin & Markos, 1998; B. Baldwin & Sanderson, 1995; Johnson & Soltis,
1995).
An alternative molecular hypothesis was proposed in 2003 by a different
group of scientists (Desrochers et al., 2003); this analysis was based on the ITS
region alone and the results were highly contradictory to all other phylogenies
(both molecular and morphological) that preceded it, including one that was also
built solely on ITS region sequence data (Raymund Chan, Baldwin, & Ornduff,
2001). Thus, the Chan et al. (2001) phylogeny is the most widely accepted
hypothesis for the relationships among species of Lasthenia. It serves as the
foundation for Lasthenia classification in California (Hickman, 1993) and it the
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most frequently used in comparative studies that involve the genus (Emery et al.,
2012; Sargent, Kembel, Emery, Forrestel, & Ackerly, 2011)This phylogeny
provided strong support for the monophyletic origin of the genus, and provided
strong evidence for seven monophyletic sections (RKG Chan, 2000) (Table 2.1),
one more than originally proposed by Ornduff (1966). Although the Chan (2001)
phylogeny provided a highly improved phylogenetic analysis of Lasthenia, there
was still relatively weak bootstrap support (<50%) for some relatively deep nodes
in the clade.
The Chan et al. (2001) phylogeny was developed using maximum
parsimony, which was commonly used to analyze relationships based on DNA
and protein sequences after it was first introduced as a method for deducing
phylogenies (Camin & Sokal, 1965). This approach assumes the phylogenic tree
that requires the fewest changes along the branches is the best, which in many
cases can be statistically inconsistent (Joseph Felsenstein, 1978) or possess
biologically flawed assumptions (Sober, 1983). An alternative approach that uses
maximum likelihood methods was introduced in 1981, and is considered to
produce more accurate phylogenetic trees. It is especially robust if lineages
have undergone different rates of evolution (J Felsenstein, 1981). This attribute is
particularly important in the case of Lasthenia, a genus that is hypothesized to
have experienced periods of saltational speciation (R Ornduff, 1976) as a result
of catastrophic selection (Lewis, 1962) followed by specialization into different
niches (Raymund Chan et al., 2001). In groups other than Lasthenia, the
accuracy of parsimony and maximum likelihood approaches in resolving
phylogenetic relationships have been assessed (Soltis & Soltis, 2003), and found
to produce different levels of bootstrap support, with maximum likelihood typically
generating the most consistently probable results (Huelsenbeck, 1995). In some
cases, a parsimony analysis leads to the rejection of a proposed phylogenetic
hypothesis while maximum likelihood supports it (Zanis, Soltis, Soltis, Mathews,
& Donoghue, 2002). Thus, the re-analysis of a parsimony analysis using the
maximum likelihood approach may, in fact, increase the level of confidence in the
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phylogenetic tree (by increasing bootstrap support) and even resolve some
relationships that remain ambiguous after analysis using parsimony-based
methods.
The use of datasets with expanded gene sampling in certain taxa (also
called incomplete data sets or incomplete matrices) have recently emerged as a
powerful and economical tool for resolving cryptic nodes in phylogenies
(Burleigh, Hilu, & Soltis, 2009; Cho et al., 2011), and can be especially effective
when resolution is lacking for deeper nodes (Kawahara et al., 2011). Using
incomplete data matrices has allowed for greater support to be gained by
increasing the gene sample of only a subset of taxa in a phylogeny (Zwick,
Regier, Mitter, & Cummings, 2011). In this study, we used a combination of
previously generated data (available from Genbank) and new sequence data to
generate an incomplete data set that allows us to improve resolution in cryptic
nodes of the Lasthenia phylogeny. Specifically, we address the following
questions:
1) How does the phylogenetic hypothesis for Lasthenia change when
developed using maximum parsimony approaches instead of maximum
likelihood? Are species relationships, and confidence in those relationships (as
reflected by bootstrap values) altered when maximum likelihood is used instead
of maximum parsimony?
2) Does adding more accessions to the existing data set change the
phylogenetic hypothesis for Lasthenia?
3) How does incorporating new markers via an incomplete data set
change our confidence in the phylogenetic hypothesis for Lasthenia?
2.2 Materials and Methods
Accession Information
Sequence data from Chan et al. (2001) were obtained from Genbank (see Tables
2.3-2.5 for accession numbers). In addition, we collected fresh leaf tissue from 22
individual plants, spanning 14 Lasthenia species and one Eriophyllum species
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(Table 2.6), that were raised from field-collected seed in a growth chamber at
Purdue University.
DNA isolation, amplification, sequencing and alignment
DNA was extracted using the Qiagen DNeasy tissue kit (Qiagen, Valencia,
California, USA). A 10-fold dilution of the purified product was prepared for PCR
amplification. Primer sequences for the ITS, ETS and 3' trnK regions were
obtained from the Chan et al. (2001) Lasthenia analysis. The primers for the ycf3
introns were designed using sequence data available for Lasthenia burkei,
Lactuca sativa and Helianthus annuus (Table 2.2). The ITS and ETS regions
were amplified according to the protocol provided in Chan et al. (2001); however,
despite using the same specifications as Chan et al. (2001), we did not
successfully amplify the 3' trnK spacer region. The ycf3 intron regions were
amplified using Taq DNA Polymerase by Bioline (Tauton, MA) with the reagents
provided in the kit along with the addition of 0.4 μl of DMSO per reaction. Primers
were diluted to a concentration of 10 μM, and dNTPs were diluted to 25 mM from
the dNTP set provided by Bioline. The amplification reactions were 20 μL total in
volume including 1 μL of DNA. The amplification profile was set according to
manufacturer standards. Standard amplification conditions for ycf3 intron
primers were 92 °C for 2 min, followed by a touchdown of 94 °C for 15 sec to
denature, 55-47 °C for 15 sec (depending on primer Tm) to anneal, and 72 °C for
1 min 30 sec for extension. The touchdown lasted for 4 cycles, decreasing by 2
°C each cycle. This was followed with 94 °C for 15 sec to denature, 55-47 °C for
15 sec (depending upon touchdown temperature) to anneal, and 72 °C for 1 min
30 sec for extension, for 40 cycles. The final extension was 5 min at 72 °C. To
confirm amplification and size of PCR product, 5 ul of the PCR product was run
on a 1.2% agarose gel. The PCR products were the purified using Antarctic
Phosphatase and Exo-Nuclease (New England Bio labs, Ipswich, MA, USA).
Low-throughput DNA sequencing was conducted by the Purdue University
Genomic Sequencing Center.
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Data Set Construction and Phylogenetic Analysis
Four combined gene data sets were created for the phylogenetic analyses (Fig.
2.1). The DNA sequences in each data set were separately aligned using MAFFT
(Katoh & Standley, 2013) with default parameters, and then concatenated
together and verified by eye using Mesquite (Maddison & Maddison, 2011).
Dataset 1 consisted of all 67 taxa sequenced for the ITS, ETS and 3' trnK
regions, previously sequenced and analyzed in the 2001 phylogeny (Fig. 2.1A).
Dataset 2 contained the data from Dataset 1 as well as the sequence data for the
ITS and ETS regions from 21 newly sequenced individuals, for a total of 88
accessions (Fig. 2.1B). Dataset 3 contained the data from Dataset 2 along with
the two ycf3 intron regions for the 21 newly sequenced Lasthenia taxa (Fig.
2.1C). Dataset 4 contained the ycf3 intron regions of the 21 newly sequenced
Lasthenia taxa, along with the ycf3 intron regions of one individual of Eriophyllum
congdonii to provide an outgroup for a phylogenetic analysis using the ycf3
regions alone (Fig. 2.1D).
The analysis of Dataset 1 investigated the effect of using maximum
likelihood approaches to evaluate the Chan et al. (2001) data set, which was
originally analyzed using parsimony. Thus, two phylogenetic analyses were
conducted on Dataset 1: (1) a maximum parsimony analysis that attempted to
recreate the results of Chan et al. (2001), and (2) a maximum likelihood analysis.
The maximum parsimony analysis was conducted using Molecular Evolutionary
Genetic Analysis 6 (MEGA6) (Tamura, Stecher, Peterson, Filipski, & Kumar,
2013) using the Chan (2001) parameter settings (1000 BS replicates and 20
random taxon additions). The maximum likelihood analysis was conducted using
Randomized Axelerated Maximum Likelihood (RAxML) (Stamatakis, 2006) with
the General time reversible (GTR) model and 1000 bootstrap replicates.
Datasets 2, 3 and 4 were analyzed with RAxML (Stamatakis, 2006), using
the same settings that were applied in the maximum likelihood analysis of
Dataset 1. The analysis of Dataset 2 isolated the effects of including the 21
additional accessions into the data set without introducing new loci, while the
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analysis of Dataset 3 identified the effects of including the two ycf3 regions for
the 21 additional accessions (the incomplete data set approach). Finally, the
analysis of Dataset 4 generated the phylogenetic hypothesis produced by the two
ycf3 intron regions when considered alone, without the ETS, ITS and trnK
regions included.

2.3 Results
Maximum Parsimony vs. Maximum Likelihood Analyses of Previously
Existing Data
The maximum parsimony analysis effectively recreated the phylogenetic
hypothesis for Lasthenia published by Chan et al. (2001), though it was not
possible to compare tree topology at weakly supported nodes because Chan et
al. (2001) applied a 50% majority rule bootstrap (i.e., weakly supported nodes
were collapsed in the published results). However, using the same 50% majority
rule bootstrap, we created a tree that is almost identical to the tree published in
Chan et al. (2001) (Fig. 2.2A), with the exception of Lasthenia fremontii and L.
conjugens switching positions in the phylogeny. The maximum likelihood analysis
produced a tree (Fig. 2.2C) that, when compared to the parsimony tree (Fig.
2.2B), exhibited similar topology but higher bootstrap values at many nodes.
Several specific discrepancies were observed in the phylogenies that were
generated using the two different approaches, often in locations that were poorly
supported (BS <50%) in the maximum parsimony tree (Fig. 2.2B). We evaluated
the results of these two analyses for each Lasthenia section below:
Lasthenia sect. Amphiachaenia- The monophyly of this section has
100% bootstrap support using both the maximum parsimony and maximum
likelihood approaches. In the maximum parsimony analysis (Fig. 2.2B), both L.
sect. Amphiachaenia and Lasthenia sect. Platycarpha are basal to all other
Lasthenia species, but in the maximum likelihood analysis (Fig. 2.2C) we find
that L. sect. Amphiachaenia alone occupies the basal position in the genus.
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Furthermore, the relationship between L. gracilis and L. leptalea varies between
the methods: in the maximum parsimony tree (Fig. 2.2B), L. gracilis is basal to all
other species in L. sect. Amphiachaenia; however, in the maximum likelihood
tree (Fig. 2.2C), L. gracilis and L. leptalea appear to be sister groups that diverge
together from L. ornduffii and L. californica. Both methods provide strong support
for L. ornduffii being basal to the L. californica lineage, which in turn contains
three subspecies (macrantha, californica and bakeri) that were previously
identified (R Chan, Baldwin, & Ornduff, 2002).
Lasthenia sect. Platycarpha- Using maximum parsimony (Fig. 2.2B), the
placement of this section has only weak support to be sister to the L. sect.
Amphiachaenia (bootstrap value = ~31%). In contrast, maximum likelihood (Fig.
2.2C) suggests (albeit with weak support) that L. sect. Platycarpha may have
diverged after L. sect. Amphiachaenia and before all other Lasthenia sections.
This section only contains one species, L. platycarpha.
Lasthenia sect. Ptilomeris- The monophyly of this section is supported
by a bootstrap value of 81% using maximum parsimony (Fig. 2.2B) vs. 99%
using maximum likelihood (Fig. 2.2C). The maximum parsimony analysis
provides weak support for this section diverging prior to L. sect. Lasthenia (BS =
31.6%); however, the maximum likelihood analysis shows strong support for its
divergence after the L. sect. Lasthenia (BS =95%). The phylogenetic position of
L. coronaria in the genus is consistent using the maximum parsimony (Fig. 2.2B)
or maximum likelihood methods(Fig. 2.2C), and diverges prior to L. minor and L.
maritima. Using maximum parsimony (Fig. 2.2B), one individual of L. maritima
(mari29) appears to be more closely related to L. minor than to the other
accessions of the same species, yet the maximum likelihood tree provides strong
support for the "mari29" individual being basal to the L. minor individuals and
diverging after the other L. maritima samples.
Lasthenia sect. Lasthenia- Both maximum parsimony (Fig. 2.2B) and
maximum likelihood (Fig. 2.2C) provide 100% support for this section being
monophyletic. However, as mentioned above, the position of divergence for L.
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sect. Lasthenia varies between the maximum parsimony and the maximum
likelihood methods. On the other hand, L. kunthii and L. glaberrima remain sister
to one another using either method (Figs. 2.2B and 2C). The bootstrap support
for the node subtending this species pair is generally similar between the two
methods, though support for the relationship of one L. glaberrima accession
(glbb15) decreases using the maximum likelihood method (Fig. 2.2C). This is
notable because it is one of the few instances where bootstrap support
decreases when maximum likelihood is used instead of maximum parsimony.
Lasthenia sect. Ornduffia- There is 100% bootstrap support for
monophyly of the section from both the maximum likelihood (Fig. 2.2C) and the
maximum parsimony (Fig. 2.2B) methods. Both methods indicate that this section
diverged after L. sect. Lasthenia, however, maximum likelihood provides
substantially strong support for this event (BS = 99%) compared to the maximum
parsimony analysis (BS = 52.1%). The species relationships within the section
are consistent between maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood analyses,
with L. conjugens diverging before the sister groups L. burkei and L. fremontii.
However, the relationships among individual accessions within species vary
between methods, with maximum likelihood providing stronger bootstrap support
in every case.
Lasthenia sect. Burrielia- Both maximum parsimony (Fig. 2.2B) and
maximum likelihood (Fig. 2.2C) provide 100% support for the monophyly of this
section. Each analysis indicates that this section diverged after L. sect. Ornduffia
and before L. sect. Hologymne. The sister relationship between L. debilis and L.
microglossa, and the relationships among individual accessions within each of
these species are also consistent between analyses. However, maximum
likelihood provides stronger support for all of the relationships in this section, with
the exception of the basal node for L. debilis (which, nonetheless, has bootstrap
support exceeding 90% with either method).
Lasthenia sect. Hologymne- Maximum parsimony (Fig. 2.2B) and
maximum likelihood (Fig. 2.2C) both indicate 100% support for L. sect.
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Hologymne being monophyletic and the most recently diverged section in the
genus. The relationships among species and accessions within the section are
ambiguous using either approach. We find minimal clustering of accessions that
are assigned the same species name, and any clustering that does emerge (e.g.,
the L. glabrata ssp. coulteri accessions from the maximum likelihood method) is
only weakly supported.
Effect of Increasing the Number of Accessions on the Resolution of the
Tree
The addition of ETS and ITS sequence data from 21 additional
accessions (Fig. 2.3) did not change the level of support for the monophyly of the
genus (still 100%) and had minimal impact on the support for the monophyly of
each section (remaining near or equal to 100%). Furthermore, the topology
among the sections remained the same (Fig. 2.3). However, there were some
changes in the levels of support for deep evolutionary relationships in the
phylogeny, with some nodes increasing and others decreasing in support with
the addition of the ITS and ETS sequences from the new accessions. Below, we
compare the results of a maximum likelihood analysis that was conducted on the
Chan et al. (2001) data set (Dataset 1, Fig. 2.2B) with the phylogeny generated
using a maximum likelihood analysis of the data set that included ITS and ETS
sequence data from the new accessions (Dataset 2).
Lasthenia sect. Amphiachaenia- The support for the monophyly of this
section remains very strong (BS=100%) (Fig. 2.3). The inclusion of five more
accessions in this section (three L. gracilis and two L. californica) has no effect
on the topology of species relationships in L. sect. Ampiachaena, but weakened
the bootstrap support of the sister relationship between L. gracilis and L. leptalea
from 77% to 58%. L. ornduffii remains basal to L. californica in both analyses,
with a slight decrease in bootstrap support (from 100% to 92%). L. californica
contains substantial substructure (three subspecies) in both analyses.
Lasthenia sect. Platycarpha- The support for this section shows a slight
increase from 45% to 54%; however, the addition of a single L. platycarpha
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accession to this group shows no change in the placement of the section in the
phylogeny (Fig. 2.3).
Lasthenia sect. Ptilomeris- The addition of sequence data from two
accessions (one L. coronaria and one L. minor) shows no change in the position
of the section Ptilomeris within the genus, but the support for this position shows
an increase from 65% to 71% (Fig. 2.3). The species relationships in this section
are similar between analyses, though the support for the divergence of one
individual L. maritima accession (mari29) after the other accessions of this
species shows a decrease from 89% to 65%.
Lasthenia sect. Lasthenia- The bootstrap support for this section shows
a slight increase from 95 to 96, and the addition of one L. glaberrima accession
shows no change in the position of L. sect. Lasthenia, which still diverges after L.
sect. Platycarpha (Fig. 2.3).
Lasthenia sect. Ornduffia- The bootstrap support for this section shows
a slight decrease from 99% to 98% after the addition of six accessions (one L.
fremontii, two L. conjugens and three L. burkei) (Fig. 2.3). The overall placement
of L. sect. ornduffia within the Lasthenia phylogeny shows no variation between
analyses with and without the additional accessions.
Lasthenia sect. Burrielia- The monophyly of L. sect. Burrielia retains
100% bootstrap support, and the inclusion of three additional accessions in this
section (two L. debilis and one L. microglossa) shows no change in the position
of the section Burrielia or the estimated relationships between the two species
(Fig. 2.3).
Lasthenia sect. Hologymne- The monophyly of L. sect. Hologymne
retains 100% bootstrap support and the addition of three new accessions (one L.
chrysantha, one L. ferrisiae and one L. glabrata) shows no change in the
placement of the section within Lasthenia, and does not provide any better
resolution to the species relationships within the section (Fig. 2.3).
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Effects of Increasing Gene Sampling on Selected Taxa
The addition of sequence data from the two introns in the ycf3 chloroplast
region did not change the level of support for the overall monophyly of the genus
Lasthenia (which was already 100%) or the relationships among the sections
within the genus (Fig. 2.4). However, the addition of the ycf3 data yielded
substantially stronger support (BS ≥99%) for the monophyly of all the sections
and improved support for the divergence of many of the sections (BS > 70%).
The evolutionary relationships estimated using ycf3 sequences alone are very
similar to the hypothesis produced by the other sequences, with the exception of
L. platycarpha and L. glaberrima becoming sister to one another (Fig. 2.5) as
opposed to L. glaberrima diverging after L. platycarpha. Below, we describe the
effects of including the ycf3 markers on our current phylogenetic hypothesis for
Lasthenia (Fig. 2.2C).
Lasthenia sect. Amphiachaenia- The addition of ycf3 markers alters the
species relationships in this section (Fig. 2.4) compared to the maximum
likelihood analyses (Figs. 2.2C and 2.3), and in many ways reverts to the
relationships suggested by the maximum parsimony tree (Fig. 2.2B). With the
ycf3 intron regions included, L. gracilis moves to a basal position in this section
with 100% bootstrap support, as opposed to being sister to L. leptalea (Figs.
2.2C and 2.3). Furthermore, the inclusion of the ycf3 introns provides strong
bootstrap support (BS = 88%) that L. leptalea diverges before L. ornduffii and L.
californica, which remain sister to one another with strong bootstrap support (BS
= 99).
Lasthenia sect. Platycarpha- The addition of ycf3 sequence data
provides moderate support (BS=75) for L. sect. Platycarpha diverging after L.
sect. Amphaichaenia. This represents an improvement over the analysis that did
not include the ycf3 introns (Dataset 3), which provides weaker bootstrap support
(BS=54) for this divergence event.
Lasthenia sect. Ptilomeris- The addition of ycf3 sequence data into the
phylogenetic analysis has no effect on the position of the divergence for this
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section, but increases the bootstrap support for this event from 71% (Fig. 2.3) to
94% (Fig. 2.4). L. coronaria maintains the same basal position in the section (Fig.
2.4). One L. maritima accession (mari29) that was separated from the other
accessions of this species when the ycf3 data was not included (Fig. 2.3) shows
incorporation into the L. minor clade with very low certainty (BS = 6%) (Fig. 2.4).
This is consistent with the results of the original parsimony analysis (Fig. 2.2B)
but is not upheld in the subsequent maximum likelihood trees that did not include
ycf3 (Fig. 2.2C and 2.3).
Lasthenia sect. Lasthenia- The inclusion of the ycf3 sequence data
slightly increases the level of certainty that this section diverted after L. sect.
Platycarpha from 95% (Fig. 2.3) to 96% (Fig. 2.4).
Lasthenia sect. Ornduffia-The relationships among species and
accessions within this section show no altering by the inclusion of the ycf3 intron
region sequence data, and the position of divergence for the section retains
strong support (BS=99%) (Fig. 2.4).
Lasthenia sect. Burrielia- The inclusion of the ycf3 intron sequence data
shows no change in the position of L. sect. Burrielia within the genus, nor does it
change the level of support for this position (BS=100%) (Fig. 2.3 vs. Fig. 2.4)
Lasthenia sect. Hologymne- The position of L. sect. Hologymne, as the
most recent section to develop within the genus, shows no change with the
addition of the ycf3 intron sequence data and still retains 100% bootstrap support
(Fig. 2.3 vs. Fig. 2.4). Furthermore, the relationships among accessions within
the group remain largely interspersed, such that species relationships remain
indistinguishable.
2.4 Discussion
As expected, the maximum parsimony tree we created (Fig. 2.2B) was
nearly identical to the phylogenetic tree produced by Chan et al. (2001), which
today serves as the current phylogenetic hypothesis for Lasthenia. However, L.
conjugens and L. fremontii changed positions in our parsimony analysis relative
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to the results of Chan et al. (2001). This relationship was only weakly supported
in Chan et al. (2001), and its alternative position in our parsimony analysis may
be due to differences in alignment protocols, as we used the alignment program
MAFFT to align the sequence data while Chan et al. (2001) aligned them by
hand. Another difference in our analysis is that we used MEGA to conduct the
analysis, while Chan et al. (2001) used PAUP (v.4.03. Sinaur, Sunderland,
Mass), and these two programs can yield slightly different results even when
performing the exact same analysis (Farris, Albert, & Källersjö, 1996).
The use of maximum likelihood to analyze the sequence data from Chan
et al. (2001) generated several changes in tree topology and bootstrap support
compared to the maximum parsimony approach. Most notably, the divergence
point for three of the seven sections (Lasthenia sections Platycarpha, Lasthenia,
and Ptilomeris) changed between the parsimony and maximum likelihood
analyses (Fig. 2.2B vs. C). Furthermore, support for the divergence points of all
sections was below 50% using parsimony (Fig. 2.2A and B) but were generally
higher when the same data were analyzed using maximum likelihood (Fig. 2.2C).
This is especially noticeable in L. sect. Lasthenia, where the bootstrap value
increases from 19.5% in the maximum parsimony analysis (Fig. 2.2B) to 95% in
the maximum likelihood analysis (Fig. 2.2C). This bootstrap value remained high
in all subsequent analyses that we conducted using the maximum likelihood
method (Figs. 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5). The substantial overall improvement in support
across the Lasthenia phylogeny using maximum likelihood instead of parsimony
may be explained by rapid and heterogeneous evolutionary change in Lasthenia;
other studies have shown that maximum parsimony increasingly selects incorrect
relationships (with increasing certainty) when the rates of evolutionary change
vary significantly among species (Joseph Felsenstein, 1978).
Previous studies have documented that the addition of more accessions
will often decrease bootstrap value without substantially changing tree topology
(Zharkikh & Li, 1995). In our analysis of Lasthenia, the inclusion of additional
markers (here, the ycf3 introns) increased the phylogenetic resolution of deeper
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nodes (Fig. 2.4). As a result, for the first time we now find strong bootstrap
support for the monophyly and positions of all seven sections in the genus. The
inclusion of ycf3 intron regions enhanced the resolution of the phylogeny
because these markers were largely consistent with the tree suggested by the
other data (Fig. 2.5 vs. Fig. 2.2B and C). Although expanded gene sampling in a
subset of samples can introduce systematic error in some cases (Lemmon,
Brown, Stanger-Hall, & Lemmon, 2009), the similarity between the phylogeny
produced from the ycf3 data (Fig. 2.5) and the other markers (Figs. 2.2C, 2.3
and 2.4) indicates that the increase in bootstrap support across the genus is
legitimate (Zwick et al., 2011).
Our analysis indicates that L. sect Amphiachaenia is the first section to
diverge from the rest of the Lasthenia clade. The relationships among species
within this section varied between methods (parsimony vs. likelihood; Fig. 2.2B
vs. C) and data sets (Fig. 2.2C, 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5) used to reconstruct the
phylogeny. In the original parsimony analysis, L. gracilis was basal within the
section (Fig. 2.2A), but it was reconstructed to be sister with L. lepatalea when
evaluated using maximum likelihood (Fig. 2.2C, 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5). This
relationship remained intact, but with reduced support, when we increased the
number of accessions (Fig. 2.3) and added the ycf3 intron loci (Fig. 2.4). In all
analyses, L. ornduffii remained sister to L. californica with strong bootstrap
support. Our new analyses suggest that L. gracilis was the first species to
diverge in this section, followed by L. leptalea and then L. californica and L.
ornduffii (Fig. 2.4). These results support the findings of a detailed study that was
previously conducted on this section (R Chan et al., 2002).
Our most complete analysis (Fig. 2.4) indicated that the position of L. sect.
Platycarpha within the Lasthenia phylogeny contradicts the results of the original
parsimony analysis by Chan et al. (2001) (Fig. 2.2B). However, this revised
placement is consistent with a recent Bayesian comparative analysis of the clade
that evaluated habitat transitions in Lasthenia (Emery et al., 2012). At one point it
was suggested that L. sect. Platycarpha be merged with L. sect. Ptilomeris
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because the two sections are morphologically very similar to one another
(Chambers, 1957); however, our new phylogenetic analysis provides strong
support for L. sect. Platycarpha to remain separate, as suggested in recent
taxonomic treatments of the genus (Raymund Chan et al., 2001; Robert Ornduff,
1966).
Following the split of L. sect. Platycarpha, the next most recent sectionlevel divergence in the clade is L. sect. Lasthenia. This group contains two
species: L. glaberrima, a species that is endemic to vernal pool wetlands in the
California Floristic Province of western North America, and L. kunthii, an endemic
to vernal pool wetlands in the central valley of Chile, from Aconcagua to Malleco
(R Ornduff, 1963). Despite their geographic separation, the species-level
distinction between L. kunthii and L. glaberrima is ambiguous, as they are
morphologically very similar and are capable of producing fully fertile hybrids
when crossed by hand (Robert Ornduff, 1966). However, phylogenetic analyses
consistently differentiate between these two lineages. Given that all other
Lasthenia species are endemic to North America, L. kunthii most likely arose
from a rare long-distance migration event from vernal pools in the northern
hemisphere to similar habitats in the southern hemisphere.
Our phylogenetic analysis improved the level of confidence in the species
relationships within L. sect. Ptilomeris. Specifically, we observed improved
confidence in the placement of L. coronaria as sister to a clade containing L.
minor and L. maritima. The relationship between L. maritima and L. minor,
however, is not as straightforward. One accession of L. maritima (mari29) is
incorporated into the L. minor clade in some analyses (Figs. 2.2B and 2.4) and is
reconstructed as sister to L. minor in others (Figs. 2.2C and 2.3). L. maritima was
once considered to be a subspecies of L. minor because fertile artificial hybrids
resulted from hand crosses; however, an analysis of allozyme variation
delineated them as two distinct (albeit recently diverged) species (D. Crawford,
Ornduff, & Vasey, 1985). Here, we found one L. maritima accession from the
Chan et al. (2001) data set (mari29) to be particularly closely related to L. minor
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(Fig. 2.2A and 2.4). Additional molecular analyses in this section are warranted to
better disentangle the evolutionary history of these species with respect to one
another.
Lasthenia sect. Ornduffia is the newest section to be defined in the
Lasthenia genus, and was introduced as a result of phylogenetic analyses
conducted by Chan et al. (2001). Prior to that study, the species in this section
were incorporated into L. sect. Ptilomeris (Robert Ornduff, 1966). The three
species in this group are all endemic to vernal pools wetlands in California, and
two of them (L. conjugens and L. burkei) are state- and federally-listed
endangered species (Keeler-Wolf, Elam, Flint, & Planner, 1998). The rarity of
these species has motivated substantial efforts to develop molecular tools to
evaluate the amount and distribution of their genetic variation, including
sequencing the entire chloroplast region to identify maternally inherited markers
in L. burkei (Walker, Zanis, & Emery, 2014), and the use of ISSRs to quantify
population genetic structure in natural and restored populations of L. conjugens
(Ramp, Collinge, & Ranker, 2006). The third species in the group, L. fremontii, is
morphologically very similar to the other two and can successfully hybridize with
both L. burkei and L. conjugens when crossed by hand. However, L. fremontii is
not rare, and is actually a relatively dominant member of vernal pool plant
communities in the Central Valley of California. Crosses between L. conjugens
and L. fremontii have generated offspring that are similar in appearance to L.
burkei, prompting the hypothesis that L. burkei arose as a hybrid between the
other two species (Robert Ornduff, 1966). The phylogenetic analysis by Chan et
al. (2001) placed L. fremontii as basal to L. burkei and L. conjugens (Raymund
Chan et al., 2001). In contrast, our analyses indicate that the basal species in the
group is actually L. conjugens. If correct, this placement is not consistent with the
hypothesis that L. burkei originated as a hybrid between the other two lineages,
and differs from the relationships suggested by Chan et al. (2001).
Our results support a strong monophyletic pairing of L. debilis and L.
microglossa in L. sect. Burriela. These two lineages likely represent distinct
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species because they have different chromosome numbers (L. debilis: N=4; L.
microglossa, N=12). Finally, low variation among accessions in L. sect.
Hologymne limited our ability to distinguish the relationships among the three
species and two subspecies in this group. While these species tend to exhibit
subtly different features on their fruits, they are otherwise highly morphologically
similar. Furthermore, they all occupy seasonally flooded, saline environments,
have equal chromosome counts (N=7), and can produce moderate to highly
fertile offspring when they are crossed (Robert Ornduff, 1966). Collectively, the
phylogenetic, morphological and sexual compatibility information on this group
suggests that these lineages have only recently begun to diverge and are not yet
distinct biological species.
Our analysis provides some insights into phylogenetic hypothesis-building
that can potentially have broad implications in evolutionary biology. First, we
observed substantial differences between maximum parsimony and maximum
likelihood analyses of an identical data set, with maximum likelihood generally
providing higher confidence for individual nodes and, in some cases, altering the
topology of the phylogenic tree for Lasthenia. Generally, these results indicate
that it is a worthwhile exercise to re-visit phylogenetic hypotheses that were
generated using parsimony with contemporary methods that are more robust to
variation in the rates of molecular evolution within and among linages.
Second, we found that incorporating new individuals and novel sequence
data provided better resolution for deeper phylogenetic relationships and, in the
case of L. leptalea, uncovered a strongly supported new position for a lineage.
Increasing the number of accessions, without increasing the number of marker
loci had little effect on tree topology, but in some cases reduced the level of
bootstrap support for existing nodes. This was expected, as previous studies
have documented an inverse relationship between number of accessions in an
analysis and the level of bootstrap support that is obtained (Zharkikh & Li, 1995).
Although increasing the number of accessions in our analysis, by itself, caused a
decrease in support at many nodes (Fig. 2.2C vs. 2.3), it is necessary to add
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these accessions to integrate new markers into the existing dataset. That is, the
new accessions serve as a “bridge” to integrate new data (here, ycf3 introns) into
an existing dataset (which, in our case, consisted of the ITS, ETS, and trnK
sequences). Ultimately, the slight decrease in bootstrap support due to adding
more accessions is outweighed by the gains in support that result from expanded
gene sampling in the newly included accessions. The overall success of the
incomplete matrix approach in resolving the Lasthenia phylogeny has strong
implications for other phylogenetic analyses: as more sequence data becomes
available through public databases like Genbank, the incomplete data matrix
approach provides a promising, efficient, and cost-effective tool for building on
existing data sets and strategically targeting specific regions in a phylogeny to
generate improved phylogenetic hypotheses for a broad range of taxa.
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Figure 2.1 Composition of Data Sets
The genes and samples used in each of 4 data sets
evaluated in this study. A) Dataset 1 only contains the
sequences that were used by Chan et al. (2001) in their
phylogenetic analysis of Lasthenia. Cells that are
blackened indicate the sequence data that is included for
the accessions associated with each row. B) Dataset 2,
which contains the sequences from Chan et. al (2001) as
well as additional sequence data using the same markers
for 21 new accessions (excluding 3' trnK). C) Dataset 3,
which contains the same data as Dataset 2 as well as
sequence data from ycf3 intron 1 and ycf3 intron 2 for the
21 new accessions. D) Dataset 4, which is a matrix of
that contains only ycf3 intron 1 and ycf3 intron 2 for the 21
new accessions.
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Figure 2.2 Phylogenetic Recreation from Dataset 1
Maximum likelihood analysis of phylogenetic
relationships in Lasthenia using the ETS, ITS, and 3'
trnK sequence data from Chan et al. (2001). A) The
50% bootstrap consensus tree generated using
maximum parsimony. B) Phylogenetic tree generated
using maximum parsimony, all nodes (i.e., relaxing the
50% bootstrap rule). C) Phylogenetic tree generated
from a maximum likelihood analysis.
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Figure 2.3 Phylogenetic Recreation from
Dataset 2
Maximum likelihood analysis of phylogenetic
relationships in Lasthenia using ITS, ETS and 3'
trnK sequence data from 67 accessions (generated
by Chan et. al (2001)) and ITS and ETS sequence
data from 21 additional taxa (Dataset 2).
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Figure 2.4 Phylogenetic Recreation from Dataset 3
Maximum likelihood analysis of phylogenetic relationships
in Lasthenia using ITS, ETS and 3' trnK for the 67 taxa
from Chan et. al (2001) along with the ITS, ETS and ycf3
intron regions of 21 new taxa (Dataset 3).
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Figure 2.5 Phylogenetic Recreation from Dataset 4
Maximum likelihood tree for Lasthenia using only the
ycf3 intron regions for the 21 new accessions and one
outgroup (Eriophyllum).
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Table 2.1 Sections of Lasthenia
Sections, species, and subspecies assignments as
referred to in this study. All names and classifications
are drawn from the phylogenetic analysis published by
Chan et al. (2001).

Lasthenia sections
L. californica
Amphiachaenia

Burrielia
Hologymne

L. orndufii
L. leptalea
L. gracilis
L. debilis
L. microglossa
L. chrysantha
L. ferrisiae
L. glabrata

Lasthenia
Ptilomeris
Ornduffia
Platycarpha

Species
subsp. californica
subsp. macrantha
subsp. bakeri

L. glaberrima
L. kunthii
L. coronaria
L. maritima
L. minor
L. burkei
L. fremontii
L. conjugens
L. platycarpha

subsp. glabrata
subsp. coulteri
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Table 2.2 Primer Sequences
Primer sequences used to generate sequence data
from Lasthenia accessions. Primers marked with
asterisks were previously published in Chan et al.
(2001).

Primer ID
*ITS5
*ITS4
*ETS-Hel-1
*18S-ETS
*matK 8
*trnK 2r
Intron_1_ycf3_L
Intron_1_ycf3_R
Intron_2_ycf3_L
Intron_2_ycf3_R

Sequence (5' - 3')
GGAAGTAAAAGTCGTAACAAGG
TCCTCCGCTTATTGATATGC
GCTCTTTGCTTTGCGCAACAACT
ACTTACACATGCATGGCTTAATCT
CTTCGACTTTCTTGTGCT
AACTAGTCGGATGGAGTAG
GGCGAATGGCCTGTTCTCCCCG
GGCCGTGATCTGTCATTAC
GCTTCCGCATAATTTCCTG
GGCATTTACCTATTACAGAGATG
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Table 2.3
The table of all the ETS sequence accessions obtained from Genbank,
with associated species and isolate names from Chan et al. (2001).

Species
Amblyopappus pusillus

ambl

Isolate Name

Eriophyllum congdonii

erioC

Lasthenia californica
subsp. californica
Lasthenia californica
subsp. californica
Lasthenia californica
subsp. californica
Lasthenia gracilis

cali50t

Lasthenia gracilis

cali101d

Lasthenia gracilis

cali103d

Lasthenia californica
subsp. bakeri
Lasthenia californica
subsp. bakeri
Lasthenia californica
subsp. macrantha
Lasthenia californica
subsp. macrantha
Lasthenia californica
subsp. macrantha
Lasthenia californica
subsp. macrantha
Lasthenia ornduffii

macb53

Lasthenia ornduffii

macp85

Lasthenia ornduffii

macp127

Lasthenia leptalea

lept22

Lasthenia leptalea

lept46

cali117d
cali121d
cali89t

macb137
macm08
macm80
macm81
macm135
macp33

Accession Number
gi|18091871|gb|AF391623
.1|AF391623
gi|18091872|gb|AF391624
.1|AF391624
gi|18091873|gb|AF391625
.1|AF391625
gi|18091874|gb|AF391626
.1|AF391626
gi|18091875|gb|AF391627
.1|AF391627
gi|18091876|gb|AF391628
.1|AF391628
gi|18091877|gb|AF391629
.1|AF391629
gi|18091878|gb|AF391630
.1|AF391630
gi|18091879|gb|AF391631
.1|AF391631
gi|18091880|gb|AF391632
.1|AF391632
gi|18091881|gb|AF391633
.1|AF391633
gi|18091882|gb|AF391634
.1|AF391634
gi|18091883|gb|AF391635
.1|AF391635
gi|18091884|gb|AF391636
.1|AF391636
gi|18091885|gb|AF391637
.1|AF391637
gi|18091886|gb|AF391638
.1|AF391638
gi|18091887|gb|AF391639
.1|AF391639
gi|18091888|gb|AF391640
.1|AF391640
gi|18091889|gb|AF391641
.1|AF391641
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Table 2.3 Continued
Lasthenia leptalea

lept79

Lasthenia debilis

debi54

Lasthenia debilis

debi55

Lasthenia debilis

debi91

Lasthenia microglossa

micr52

Lasthenia microglossa

micr87

Lasthenia microglossa

micr114

Lasthenia chrysantha

chry16

Lasthenia chrysantha

chry57

Lasthenia chrysantha

chry138

Lasthenia ferrisiae

ferr04

Lasthenia ferrisiae

ferr18

Lasthenia ferrisiae

ferr25

Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
coulteri
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
coulteri
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
coulteri
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
glabrata
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
glabrata
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
glabrata
Lasthenia glaberrima

glac36

Lasthenia glaberrima

glbb15

Lasthenia glaberrima

glbb23

Lasthenia kunthii

kunt34

glac41
glac42
glag49
glag78
glag119
glbb05

gi|18091890|gb|AF391642
.1|AF391642
gi|18091891|gb|AF391643
.1|AF391643
gi|18091892|gb|AF391644
.1|AF391644
gi|18091893|gb|AF391645
.1|AF391645
gi|18091894|gb|AF391646
.1|AF391646
gi|18091895|gb|AF391647
.1|AF391647
gi|18091896|gb|AF391648
.1|AF391648
gi|18091897|gb|AF391649
.1|AF391649
gi|18091898|gb|AF391650
.1|AF391650
gi|18091899|gb|AF391651
.1|AF391651
gi|18091900|gb|AF391652
.1|AF391652
gi|18091901|gb|AF391653
.1|AF391653
gi|18091902|gb|AF391654
.1|AF391654
gi|18091903|gb|AF391655
.1|AF391655
gi|18091904|gb|AF391656
.1|AF391656
gi|18091905|gb|AF391657
.1|AF391657
gi|18091906|gb|AF391658
.1|AF391658
gi|18091907|gb|AF391659
.1|AF391659
gi|18091908|gb|AF391660
.1|AF391660
gi|18091909|gb|AF391661
.1|AF391661
gi|18091910|gb|AF391662
.1|AF391662
gi|18091911|gb|AF391663
.1|AF391663
gi|18091912|gb|AF391664
.1|AF391664
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Lasthenia kunthii

kunt35

Lasthenia kunthii

kunt51

Lasthenia burkei

burk20

Lasthenia burkei

burk30

Lasthenia burkei

burk83

Lasthenia conjugens

conj09

Lasthenia conjugens

conj19

Lasthenia conjugens

conj24

Lasthenia conjugens

conj134

Lasthenia fremontii

frem01

Lasthenia fremontii

frem13

Lasthenia fremontii

frem17

Lasthenia coronaria

coro31

Lasthenia coronaria

coro63

Lasthenia coronaria

coro93

Lasthenia coronaria

coro111

Lasthenia maritima

mari21

Lasthenia maritima

mari29

Lasthenia maritima

mari129

Lasthenia minor

mino06

Lasthenia minor

mino123

Lasthenia minor

mino128

Lasthenia platycarpha

plat02

gi|18091913|gb|AF391665
.1|AF391665
gi|18091914|gb|AF391666
.1|AF391666
gi|18091915|gb|AF391667
.1|AF391667
gi|18091916|gb|AF391668
.1|AF391668
gi|18091917|gb|AF391669
.1|AF391669
gi|18091918|gb|AF391670
.1|AF391670
gi|18091919|gb|AF391671
.1|AF391671
gi|18091920|gb|AF391672
.1|AF391672
gi|18091921|gb|AF391673
.1|AF391673
gi|18091922|gb|AF391674
.1|AF391674
gi|18091923|gb|AF391675
.1|AF391675
gi|18091924|gb|AF391676
.1|AF391676
gi|18091925|gb|AF391677
.1|AF391677
gi|18091926|gb|AF391678
.1|AF391678
gi|18091927|gb|AF391679
.1|AF391679
gi|18091928|gb|AF391680
.1|AF391680
gi|18091929|gb|AF391681
.1|AF391681
gi|18091930|gb|AF391682
.1|AF391682
gi|18091931|gb|AF391683
.1|AF391683
gi|18091932|gb|AF391684
.1|AF391684
gi|18091933|gb|AF391685
.1|AF391685
gi|18091934|gb|AF391686
.1|AF391686
gi|18091935|gb|AF391687
.1|AF391687
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Lasthenia platycarpha

plat10

Lasthenia platycarpha

plat139

gi|18091936|gb|AF391688
.1|AF391688
gi|18091937|gb|AF391689
.1|AF391689
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Table 2.4
ITS sequence accessions obtained from Genbank, with
associated species and isolate names from Chan et al.
(2001).
Species
Lasthenia platycarpha

Isolate Name
plat139

Lasthenia platycarpha

plat10

Lasthenia platycarpha

plat02

Lasthenia minor

mino128

Lasthenia minor

mino123

Lasthenia minor

mino06

Lasthenia maritima

mari129

Lasthenia maritima

mari29

Lasthenia maritima

mari21

Lasthenia coronaria

coro111

Lasthenia coronaria

coro93

Lasthenia coronaria

coro63

Lasthenia coronaria

coro31

Lasthenia fremontii

frem17

Lasthenia fremontii

frem13

Lasthenia fremontii

frem01

Lasthenia conjugens

conj134

Lasthenia conjugens

conj24

Lasthenia conjugens

conj19

Lasthenia conjugens

conj09

Genbank Accession
gi|18105175|gb|AF391622
.1|AF391622
gi|18105174|gb|AF391621
.1|AF391621
gi|18105173|gb|AF391620
.1|AF391620
gi|18105172|gb|AF391619
.1|AF391619
gi|18105171|gb|AF391618
.1|AF391618
gi|18105170|gb|AF391617
.1|AF391617
gi|18105169|gb|AF391616
.1|AF391616
gi|18105168|gb|AF391615
.1|AF391615
gi|18105167|gb|AF391614
.1|AF391614
gi|18105166|gb|AF391613
.1|AF391613
gi|18105165|gb|AF391612
.1|AF391612
gi|18105164|gb|AF391611
.1|AF391611
gi|18105163|gb|AF391610
.1|AF391610
gi|18105162|gb|AF391609
.1|AF391609
gi|18105161|gb|AF391608
.1|AF391608
gi|18105160|gb|AF391607
.1|AF391607
gi|18105159|gb|AF391606
.1|AF391606
gi|18105158|gb|AF391605
.1|AF391605
gi|18105157|gb|AF391604
.1|AF391604
gi|18105156|gb|AF391603
.1|AF391603
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Lasthenia burkei

burk83

Lasthenia burkei

burk20

Lasthenia kunthii

kunt51

Lasthenia kunthii

kunt35

Lasthenia kunthii

kunt34

Lasthenia glaberrima

glbb23

Lasthenia glaberrima

glbb15

Lasthenia glaberrima

glbb05

Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
glabrata
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
glabrata
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
glabrata
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
coulteri
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
coulteri
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
coulteri
Lasthenia ferrisiae

glag119

Lasthenia ferrisiae

ferr18

Lasthenia ferrisiae

ferr04

Lasthenia chrysantha

chry138

Lasthenia chrysantha

chry57

Lasthenia chrysantha

chry16

Lasthenia microglossa

micr114

Lasthenia microglossa

micr87

Lasthenia microglossa

micr52

glag78
glag49
glac42
glac41
glac36
ferr25

gi|18105155|gb|AF391602
.1|AF391602
gi|18105154|gb|AF391601
.1|AF391601
gi|18105153|gb|AF391600
.1|AF391600
gi|18105152|gb|AF391599
.1|AF391599
gi|18105151|gb|AF391598
.1|AF391598
gi|18105150|gb|AF391597
.1|AF391597
gi|18105149|gb|AF391596
.1|AF391596
gi|18105148|gb|AF391595
.1|AF391595
gi|18105147|gb|AF391594
.1|AF391594
gi|18105146|gb|AF391593
.1|AF391593
gi|18105145|gb|AF391592
.1|AF391592
gi|18105144|gb|AF391591
.1|AF391591
gi|18105143|gb|AF391590
.1|AF391590
gi|18105142|gb|AF391589
.1|AF391589
gi|18105141|gb|AF391588
.1|AF391588
gi|18105140|gb|AF391587
.1|AF391587
gi|18105139|gb|AF391586
.1|AF391586
gi|18105138|gb|AF391585
.1|AF391585
gi|18105137|gb|AF391584
.1|AF391584
gi|18105136|gb|AF391583
.1|AF391583
gi|18105135|gb|AF391582
.1|AF391582
gi|18105134|gb|AF391581
.1|AF391581
gi|18105133|gb|AF391580
.1|AF391580
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Lasthenia debilis

debi91

Lasthenia debilis

debi55

Lasthenia debilis

debi54

Lasthenia leptalea

lept79

Lasthenia leptalea

lept46

Lasthenia leptalea

lept22

Lasthenia ornduffii

macp127

Lasthenia ornduffii

macp85

Lasthenia ornduffii

macp33

Lasthenia californica
subsp. macrantha
Lasthenia californica
subsp. macrantha
Lasthenia californica
subsp. macrantha
Lasthenia californica
subsp. macrantha
Lasthenia californica
subsp. bakeri
Lasthenia californica
subsp. bakeri
Lasthenia gracilis

macm135

Lasthenia gracilis

cali101d

Lasthenia gracilis

cali89t

Lasthenia californica
subsp. californica
Lasthenia californica
subsp. californica
Lasthenia californica
subsp. californica
Lasthenia platycarpha

cali121d

Lasthenia platycarpha

plat10

macm81
macm80
macm08
macb137
macb53
cali103d

cali117d
cali50t
plat139

gi|18105132|gb|AF391579
.1|AF391579
gi|18105131|gb|AF391578
.1|AF391578
gi|18105130|gb|AF391577
.1|AF391577
gi|18105129|gb|AF391576
.1|AF391576
gi|18105128|gb|AF391575
.1|AF391575
gi|18105127|gb|AF391574
.1|AF391574
gi|18105126|gb|AF391573
.1|AF391573
gi|18105125|gb|AF391572
.1|AF391572
gi|18105124|gb|AF391571
.1|AF391571
gi|18105123|gb|AF391570
.1|AF391570
gi|18105122|gb|AF391569
.1|AF391569
gi|18105121|gb|AF391568
.1|AF391568
gi|18105120|gb|AF391567
.1|AF391567
gi|18105119|gb|AF391566
.1|AF391566
gi|18105118|gb|AF391565
.1|AF391565
gi|18105117|gb|AF391564
.1|AF391564
gi|18105116|gb|AF391563
.1|AF391563
gi|18105115|gb|AF391562
.1|AF391562
gi|18105114|gb|AF391561
.1|AF391561
gi|18105113|gb|AF391560
.1|AF391560
gi|18105112|gb|AF391559
.1|AF391559
gi|18105175|gb|AF391622
.1|AF391622
gi|18105174|gb|AF391621
.1|AF391621
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Lasthenia platycarpha

plat02

gi|18105173|gb|AF391620
.1|AF391620
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Table 2.5
The 3'trnK sequence accessions obtained from Genbank,
with associated species and isolate names from Chan et
al. (2001).
Species
Lasthenia platycarpha

Isolate Name
plat139

Lasthenia platycarpha

plat10

Lasthenia platycarpha

plat02

Lasthenia minor

mino128

Lasthenia minor

mino123

Lasthenia minor

mino06

Lasthenia maritima

mari129

Lasthenia maritima

mari29

Lasthenia maritima

mari21

Lasthenia coronaria

coro111

Lasthenia coronaria

coro93

Lasthenia coronaria

coro63

Lasthenia coronaria

coro31

Lasthenia fremontii

frem17

Lasthenia fremontii

frem13

Lasthenia fremontii

frem01

Lasthenia conjugens

conj134

Genbank Accession
gi|18092070|gb|AF391756
.1|AF391756
gi|18092068|gb|AF391755
.1|AF391755
gi|18092066|gb|AF391754
.1|AF391754
gi|18092064|gb|AF391753
.1|AF391753
gi|18092062|gb|AF391752
.1|AF391752
gi|18092060|gb|AF391751
.1|AF391751
gi|18092058|gb|AF391750
.1|AF391750
gi|18092056|gb|AF391749
.1|AF391749
gi|18092054|gb|AF391748
.1|AF391748
gi|18092052|gb|AF391747
.1|AF391747
gi|18092050|gb|AF391746
.1|AF391746
gi|18092048|gb|AF391745
.1|AF391745
gi|18092046|gb|AF391744
.1|AF391744
gi|18092044|gb|AF391743
.1|AF391743
gi|18092042|gb|AF391742
.1|AF391742
gi|18092040|gb|AF391741
.1|AF391741
gi|18092038|gb|AF391740
.1|AF391740
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Lasthenia conjugens

conj24

Lasthenia conjugens

conj19

Lasthenia conjugens

conj09

Lasthenia burkei

burk83

Lasthenia burkei

burk30

Lasthenia burkei

burk20

Lasthenia kunthii

kunt51

Lasthenia kunthii

kunt35

Lasthenia kunthii

kunt34

Lasthenia glaberrima

glbb23

Lasthenia glaberrima

glbb15

Lasthenia glaberrima

glbb05

Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
glabrata
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
glabrata
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
glabrata
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
coulteri
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
coulteri
Lasthenia glabrata subsp.
coulteri
Lasthenia ferrisiae

glag119

Lasthenia ferrisiae

ferr18

Lasthenia ferrisiae

ferr04

Lasthenia chrysantha

chry138

Lasthenia chrysantha

chry57

glag78
glag49
glac42
glac41
glac36
ferr25

gi|18092036|gb|AF391739
.1|AF391739
gi|18092034|gb|AF391738
.1|AF391738
gi|18092032|gb|AF391737
.1|AF391737
gi|18092030|gb|AF391736
.1|AF391736
gi|18092028|gb|AF391735
.1|AF391735
gi|18092026|gb|AF391734
.1|AF391734
gi|18092024|gb|AF391733
.1|AF391733
gi|18092022|gb|AF391732
.1|AF391732
gi|18092020|gb|AF391731
.1|AF391731
gi|18092018|gb|AF391730
.1|AF391730
gi|18092016|gb|AF391729
.1|AF391729
gi|18092014|gb|AF391728
.1|AF391728
gi|18092012|gb|AF391727
.1|AF391727
gi|18092010|gb|AF391726
.1|AF391726
gi|18092008|gb|AF391725
.1|AF391725
gi|18092006|gb|AF391724
.1|AF391724
gi|18092004|gb|AF391723
.1|AF391723
gi|18092002|gb|AF391722
.1|AF391722
gi|18092000|gb|AF391721
.1|AF391721
gi|18091998|gb|AF391720
.1|AF391720
gi|18091996|gb|AF391719
.1|AF391719
gi|18091994|gb|AF391718
.1|AF391718
gi|18091992|gb|AF391717
.1|AF391717
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Lasthenia chrysantha

chry16

Lasthenia microglossa

micr114

Lasthenia microglossa

micr87

Lasthenia microglossa

micr52

Lasthenia debilis

debi91

Lasthenia debilis

debi55

Lasthenia debilis

debi54

Lasthenia leptalea

lept79

Lasthenia leptalea

lept46

Lasthenia leptalea

lept22

Lasthenia ornduffii

macp127

Lasthenia ornduffii

macp85

Lasthenia ornduffii

macp33

Lasthenia californica
subsp. macrantha
Lasthenia californica
subsp. macrantha
Lasthenia californica
subsp. macrantha
Lasthenia californica
subsp. macrantha
Lasthenia californica
subsp. bakeri
Lasthenia californica
subsp. bakeri
Lasthenia gracilis

macm135

Lasthenia gracilis

cali101d

Lasthenia gracilis

cali89t

Lasthenia californica
subsp. californica

cali121d

macm81
macm80
macm08
macb137
macb53
cali103d

gi|18091990|gb|AF391716
.1|AF391716
gi|18091988|gb|AF391715
.1|AF391715
gi|18091986|gb|AF391714
.1|AF391714
gi|18091984|gb|AF391713
.1|AF391713
gi|18091982|gb|AF391712
.1|AF391712
gi|18091980|gb|AF391711
.1|AF391711
gi|18091978|gb|AF391710
.1|AF391710
gi|18091976|gb|AF391709
.1|AF391709
gi|18091974|gb|AF391708
.1|AF391708
gi|18091972|gb|AF391707
.1|AF391707
gi|18091970|gb|AF391706
.1|AF391706
gi|18091968|gb|AF391705
.1|AF391705
gi|18091966|gb|AF391704
.1|AF391704
gi|18091964|gb|AF391703
.1|AF391703
gi|18091962|gb|AF391702
.1|AF391702
gi|18091960|gb|AF391701
.1|AF391701
gi|18091958|gb|AF391700
.1|AF391700
gi|18091956|gb|AF391699
.1|AF391699
gi|18091954|gb|AF391698
.1|AF391698
gi|18091952|gb|AF391697
.1|AF391697
gi|18091950|gb|AF391696
.1|AF391696
gi|18091948|gb|AF391695
.1|AF391695
gi|18091946|gb|AF391694
.1|AF391694
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Lasthenia californica
subsp. californica
Lasthenia californica
subsp. californica
Eriophyllum congdonii

cali117d

Amblyopappus pusillus

ambl

cali50t
erioC

gi|18091944|gb|AF391693
.1|AF391693
gi|18091942|gb|AF391692
.1|AF391692
gi|18091940|gb|AF391691
.1|AF391691
gi|18091938|gb|AF391690
.1|AF391690
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Table 2.6
The table consisting of all the newly sequenced taxa,
location where the sample was obtained and associate
name on figures 4 and 5.
Location where sample
was obtained
Piner Marlov
Glide Tule
Santa Rosa Plains
Springtown
Pt. Reyes
Arena
Riverside
Vina Plains
San Jacinto Wildlife
Carrizo Plains
Los Angeles
Prairie Buckfield
Santa Rosa Plains Bravo
Toro
Trav5
McCoys_McCoy1
Santa Rosa Plains Bravo
Toro
Live Oak_46
Live Oak
Del Puerto Canyon Rd
Table Mountain
San Jacinto Wildlife Refuge
Chico Stone Ridge

Species

Name on Figures 4 and 5

Lasthenia burkei
Lasthenia glabrata
Lasthenia glaberrima
Lasthenia ferriseae
Lasthenia minor
Lasthenia chrysantha
Lasthenia coronaria
Lasthenia platycarpha
Lasthenia gracilis
Lasthenia fremontii
Eriophyllum condonii
Lasthenia californica
Lasthenia burkei

burkJ1
glabJ5
glaberJ6
ferrJ7
minoJ8
chrysJ9
coroJ10
platyJ11
gracJ12
freJ13
erioJ14
caliJ15
burkJ16

Lasthenia conjugens
Lasthenia conjugens
Lasthenia burkei

conjJ17
conjJ18
burkJ20

Lasthenia debilis
Lasthenia debilis
Lasthenia microglossa
Lasthenia gracilis
Lasthenia gracilis
Lasthenia californica supsp.
californica

debiJ21
debiJ22
microJ23
gracJ24
gracJ25
caliJ26

